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CT-N Viewers Get Instant Gratification with
New Online Initiative: CT-N Instant
Hartford, CT – The Connecticut Network (CT-N) is taking the next step in providing real-time coverage
of Connecticut government and public policy with the its latest online endeavor, CT-N Instant.
CT-N Instant, a new live stream exclusively available at www.CT-N.com, will provide a raw, immediate
feed of the news briefings, meetings, court hearings and other programming regularly covered by
The Connecticut Network. Rather than waiting for a completed program to be posted to CT-N.com’s
OnDemand library, viewers will now have the capability to instantly tap into events as they’re happening
- from any location - with any computer, tablet or mobile device. This new platform will allow the
network to provide even more “live” coverage of breaking news, announcements, proceedings and events,
while granting the CT-N audience advanced access into to the realm of Connecticut government and
public policy.
Alongside CT-N’s other live web streams, CT-N Instant will be featured and easily accessible through
the homepage of CT-N.com. As it is available instantly, viewers see the raw feed streamed through CT-N
Instant even before elements like informational graphics and closed captioning are added – just the event
as it is. Every program captured through CT-N Instant will then go through the usual “post-production”
process to appear on television and in the CT-N.com OnDemand library, complete with graphics,
captioning and the production values that viewers have come to expect from the Connecticut Network.
Viewers should be sure to follow CT-N on Twitter (@CTNetworkTV) to get the latest information on
what programming is available on all of the Connecticut Network’s distribution channels, including CT-N
Instant.
CT-N is available full-time for Frontier Communications U-Verse customers on channel 83 and on
expanded basic cable statewide. Visit ct-n.com to find the channel location for the network in your
community or to watch online.
Nominated for a 2012 Boston/New England Emmy Award, Winner of the national Sunshine Award from
the Society of Professional Journalists and the Excellence in Journalism Award from the Connecticut
Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists, the Connecticut Network is the state’s source for
complete and balanced television and webcast coverage of state government and public affairs. For more
information, become a fan of CT-N on Facebook, follow the network at www.twitter.com/CTNetworkTV
or visit CT-N’s website at www.ct-n.com.
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